
Midsomer Norton
Key issues

The High Street is a distinctive feature for Midsomer Norton, with a strong linear character and an 
interesting curve that draws people into the town centre. It is the focus for shopping and the priority area 
for future growth and investment. Analysis of the town centre has highlighted a number of key issues 
which Midsomer Norton needs to address in order to fulfil its potential. 

The core retail area is defined by the River Somer that flows 
openly through this part of the High Street. There is a need 
for more shops and better quality shopfronts in this area.  

Office employment space within the town is relatively limited 
and studies show a requirement for further employment 
space. Providing office space in the town centre would help 
support new shops, cafes and restaurants. 

Poor quality buildings, particularly on the south side of 
the core High Street area, detract from the town centre 
environment, but also present significant scope for 
redevelopment. This could help enhance the Conservation 
Area, deliver better shops and and create improved 
pedestrian connections. 
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From the entrance at Stone’s Cross through to Excelsior 
Terrace, the High Street provides a strong focus for 
independent retailing with a cluster of small shop units 
supported by on-street car parking. New development 
opportunities here are limited but some environmental 
improvements could help local businesses. 

Midsomer Norton benefits from a number of historic and 
good quality buildings that make a positive contribution to the 
character of the central area. The majority are clustered in 
the Island area, which offers great potential for the town.   

Key buildings such as the Town Hall and the attractive Alms 
Houses provide landmark features with the potential to 
reinforce key spaces and mark the transition to and from the 
core High Street area.   
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